CARTA DEI VINI
AT BOTH GRAZIE RISTORANTI YOU CAN FIND SMALL PRODUCTION, HAND-CRAFTED
WINES THAT HAVE BEEN CAREFULLY SELECTED TO BEST MATCH OUR SIGNATURE DISHES.
Most of the Grazie Ristoranti family has traveled to Italy and met personally with the wonderful
family winemakers. So please feel free to ask us to share a story or two about these
people, their beautiful vineyards and of course…their remarkable wines.

SPUMANTE
(Sparkling Wine)
PRIVATE CUVEE BRUT, ZARDETTO   (VENETO)
Fresh and lively with a fine Perlage. Aromas of peach,
citrus and tropical fruit. Soft and harmonious on the
palate. A classic bubbly.

SPLIT 8/28

BRUT ROSE, CHIARLI   (PIEMONTE)

Brillant pale rose color, fine and persistent perlage. Dry and
refined taste, harmonious adn sapid flavor. Delicate bouquet.

32

VINI BIANCHI
(White Wine)
ARNEIS BLANGE, DOC, CERETTO (PIEMONTE)

36

This wine offers aromas of pears, apple blossoms, beeswax
and almonds. On the palate the Blange is soft with round,
nutty flavors with subtle minerality.

32

100% Verdicchio. lively citrus, playful acidity and

Verdicchio

VERMENTINO, COSTAMOLINO, ARGIOLAS
(SARDEGNA)

34

Flavors of citrus, pineapple and honey are wonderfully
supported by a zesty acidity.

PINOT GRIGIO, TIEFENBRUNNER (ALTO-ADIGE)

Offering a fruity nose that is reminiscent of pear and
candied fruits. Harmonious structure emphasizes its dry
full-bodied taste and round finish.

42

VERNACCIA, LE ROTE (TOSCANA)

34

EFESO, LIBRANDI (CALABRIA)

44

Fresh and fruity with persistent notes of pineapple
and white flowers.

VERDICCHIO, MARCHETTI (LE MARCHE)
complex minerality. It could be said that
is a thinking person’s Pinot Grigio.

GRECO DI TUFO, NOVASERA, DOCG,
MASTROBERARDINO (CAMPANIA)

18/35

STOAN, TRAMIN (ALTO ADIGE)

50

Chardonnay, Pinot Bianco, Sauvignon Blanc and
Gewurztraminer. flavors of peach, ripe pears, elderflowers
and tropical fruit. Great balance and lasting intensity.

LUGANA, ZENTATO, DOC (VENETO)

33

Grown near the shores of Lake Garda, notes of peaches,
citrus, bananas and herbs. Crisp acidity and supple body.

Cleansing citrus and a lush body. These 35 year-old vines
pack loads of old world minerality into every sip.
100% Montonico. Medium-bodied and long-lived.

Generous flavors of almond, fig and pear.

PINOT GRIGIO, ALOIS LAGEDER (ALTO ADIGE)

46

GAVI, TENUTA LA MARCHESA (PIEMONTE)

32

FIANO DI AVELLINO, MASTROBERARDINO
(CAMPANIA)

44

Very aromatic and elegant with a clean, grapey, fullbodied flavor, quite soft and creamy with a fresh finish.
Long and aromatic on the palate.
Aromas of ripe apples and tree fruits complement
undertones of wildflowers and herbs. Fresh and lively
with a dry finish that is underscored with minerality.

This wine offers a complex and delicate bouquet of pears
and toasted hazelnut, followed by hints of white flowers
and tropical fruit.

VINI DOLCI
(Dessert Wine)
BRACHETTO, BERA (PIEMONTE)

This Frizzante undergoes fermentation using the Charmat

HALF

27

method and is macerated with the skins for about six hours.
The result is an alluring rosy-colored wine with delicate
bubbles and buoyantly fruity notes.

MOSCATO D’ASTI, CERETTO (PIEMONTE)

Straw yellow in color with a characteristic nose of
sweet melon, pear and floral flavors, balanced by
refreshing acidity.

22/38

DINDARELLO, MOSCATO, MACULAN 375ml
(VENETO)

33

VINO PASSITO, LIBRANDI, LE PASSULE 500ml
(CALABRIA)

40

Made from 100% Moscato Fior d’Arancio (orange blossom).
After the harvest, the grapes are dried for 90 days to
concentrate the sugars and flavors. Dindarello has aromas
of citrus, honey and flowers.

Made from 100% Mantonico grapes that are then dried for 15
days and aged in small French oak barriquies after fermentation.
Aromas of fresh apricots, lemon peel, apples and oranges.

NORTHWEST & CALIFORNIA
RED

WHITE
SAUVIGNON BLANC, VOSS, NAPA VALLEY

Sourced exclusively from a single vineyard in the Youngtville
region of Napa. Characteristics of lemon and grapefruit
with hints of tropical fruits. A crisp lingering finish.

CHARDONNAY, MACROSTIE, SONOMA COAST

This wine is pale straw gold in color. Wet stone and citrus
aromas with a touch of creamy custard. Elegant and full
with crisp apple and ripe pear flavors.

CHARDONNAY, STILLWATER, NOVELTY HILL

From the Frenchmen Hills. Smooth and creamy with lively
fresh pear, crisp apple and juicy pineapple. Aromas and
flavors that blend seamlessly for a graceful finish.

RIESLING, JANUIK, BACCUS VINEYARD

Crisp and refreshing, this Riesling is packed with pear, peach
and citrus flavors and aromas with a hint of mineral notes.
The finish is bright, balanced and lingering.

CHARDONNAY, STARMONT

Crisp apple, tangerine, apricot tart, citrus blossom,
white flowers, subtle toast, vanilla and stone fruit show
beautifully on the nose. Apple, citrus and stone fruit with
a hint of toast and spice. Long lingering finish.

33

CABERNET SAUVIGNON, WATERMILL WINERY
WALLA WALLA, WA

46

MERLOT, WATERMILL WINERY
WALLA WALLA, WA

40

SYRAH, CIEL DU CHEVAL VINEYARD
RED MOUNTAIN, NOTA BENE CELLARS

44

PINOT NOIR, MACROSTIE, SONOMA COAST

32

TRIPLE THREAT, TERRA BLANCA

34

Chocolatey and fruit forward, a melange of cherries and milk
chocolate is instantly satisfying. Plenty of toasty highlights
along with coffee and caramel from barrel aging.

21/34

32

31

21/34

A plush, satisfying wine. Dark fruits made up of blackberry
preserves, fig and currants lead into a rich palate of toasted
almond and cherry. Lingering dark cherry and cocoa finish.

Dense, dark and muscular Syrah from one of Washington
State’s premier vineyards. Flavors of dark cherry,
blueberry, exotic spice, and chocolate.
Dark ruby in color, this Pinot is juicy and ripe, yet soft
and elegant. The nose is homemade cherry pie with hints
of toasted spice. Lush and rich in the mouth.
Inky, dark, toasty blend of red mountain estate fruit.
Lush plum, blueberries, dried berries and butterscotch
lead into a finish bright with raspberries and spices.

VINI ROSSI
(Red Wine)
ALTO ADIGE
PINOT NERO, TRAMIN

Made from 100% Pinot Nero (Pinot Noir). Aged in large oak barrels,
small barriques and partially in steel tanks. Concentrated aromas of
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woodland berry fruits and boasts an elegant body with impressive length.

NORTHERN ITALY
LANGHE NEBBIOLO, GIUSEPPE CORTESE
(PIEMONTE)

47

Aged for one year in new to nine-year-old barrels.
Intense, yet delicate, fresh and pleasant with subtle
aromas of small berries.

MERLOT, SANSONINA, IGT (VENETO)

58

Rich aromatics of wild berries, mint, cocoa and spice.
Concentrated and full-bodied.

DOLCETTO D’ALBA, GIUSEPPE CORTESE (PIEMONTE) 36

BARBARESCO, RABAJA, GIUSEPPE CORTESE
(PIEMONTE)

75

Ruby red in color with violet tints. Notes of juicy black
cherries, and chocolate. Elegant and harmonious.

BARBERA D’ALBA, “SANTO STEFANO”
CASTELLO DI NEIVE (PIEMONTE)

Unfiltered to preserve its richness with concentrated
aromas of raspberries, roses, violets, leather and spice.
Full-bodied and a lingering finish.

BARBARESCO, MARCHESI DI GRESY (PIEMONTE)

42/75

Aromas of red berries, cherries and spices with a hint of
chocolate. Dry and robust with a velvety texture.

This wine is driven by its black cherry fruit forward
character, both in aromas and flavors. Crisp acidity,
balanced by medium weight and fine tannins.

VAPOLICELLA, RIPASSA, ZENATO (VENETO)

BAROLO, CERETTO, DOCG (PIEMONTE)

72

This is classic Barolo. light garnet color with Barolo’s
quintessential aromas of roses, tart cherries and hints of
truffles. Aged for 24 months.

BAROLO, VIETTI, “CASTIGLIONE” (PIEMONTE)

42/75

Sweet red berries, cut flowers, spices and mint, some of the

40

Aromas of licorice and figs with layers of dried fruit
on the palate. A powerful and full-bodied wine.
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AMARONE, GIUSEPPE LONARDI (VENETO)

80

CORMI, DELLA VENEZIA, ZENATO (VENETO)

42

Partially dried grapes, barrel-aged for 2 years. This wine
is Port-like and very concentrated with powerful aromas
of dried fruit.

Corvina and Merlot present aromas of red berries, cherries
and notes of blackberries and mint. Full-bodied with fresh
acidity and sweet tannins.

many notes that grace the palate in a young borolo with
extraordinary finesse.

RIPASSO, GIUSEPPE LONARDI (VENETO)

37

CABERNET SAUV, PALAZOTTO, MACULAN (VENETO) 44

PRIVILEGIA, GIUSEPPE LONARDI (VENETO)

62

MONSORDO, CERETTO (PIEMONTE)

Corvina, Rondinella and Molinara. Dark, lush cranberry
and chocolate notes. An elegant “baby” Amarone.
50% Corvina and 50% Cabernet Franc. Intense nose of
wild fruit. A truly remarkable wine for the vintage.

Intense yet elegant aromas of red berries and black
licorice. Dry and full-bodied.

45

Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Syrah. Deep ruby in color
with aromas of dark berry fruits, plums and undertones of
sweet spices and vanilla makes for a rich, full-bodied wine.

CENTRAL ITALY
CHIANTI CLASSICO RISERVA, PODERE CIONA
(TOSCANO)

47

96% Sangiovese, 4% Canaiolo. Aromas of cherry,
blackberry and beets.

Very smooth and powerful.

MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO, POPOLI
(ABRUZZO)

37

Aged for one year in French oak barriques. This is a
rich and aromatic wine. Full-bodied and firm, yet supple.

MORELLINO DI SCANSANO, LE PUPILLE (TOSCANO)
Ruby red in color with aromas of wild berries, juicy red
and black cherries, leather and spice.

CHIANTI CLASSICO, CASTELLARE (TOSCANO)
Ample bouquet of violets, iris, and vanilla followed by
deep layers of fruit on the palate. Dry and full-bodied
with a velvety feel and lingering finish.

ALTESINO ROSSO, ALTESINO (TOSCANO)

ROSSO DEI NOTRI, TUA RITA (TOSCANO)

44

Displays sumptuous aromas of ripe blackberry, plum, and
cherry with notes of dark chocolate, licorice, and spice.
Silky and smooth on the palate, with soft tannins and
well-developed acidity.

Sangiovese, Cabernet and Merlot. Vibrant, ruby red
color and a fresh bouquet of ripe fruits.

37

24/46

34

CHIANTI CLASSICO, CASTELLO DI BOSSI (TOSCANO) 19/35

SARA, PERAZZETA (TOSCANO)

30

100% Sangiovese. Bright, stinging cherry,

Berries, plum and toasted oak, followed by aromas of ripe
cheery and violet. Elegant balance and lingering finish.

ROSSO DI MONTALCINO, SAN POLO (TOSCANO)
Ruby red in color and clean on the palate, this rosso

crisp acidity and tantalizing earth tones.

BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO, ALTESINO
(TOSCANO)

36/70

BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO, SAN POLO
DOCG (TOSCANO)

75

offers juicy aromas of blackberries and black cherries.

FORNACE, IGT, SELVAPIANA (TOSCANO)

50

SODI DI SAN NICCOLO, CASTELLARE (TOSCANO)

62

CHIANTI RISERVA, BERARDO, CASTELLO DI BOSSI
(TOSCANO)

56

A single vineyard blend of 40% cabernet, 40% merlot,
20% sangiovese from the fornace vineyard. elegant and
concentrated with notes of oak and dark fruit.

Ample aromas of violet, wild berries, tobacco, chocolate
and vanilla. On the palate, rich, full-bodied and velvety.

Made from 100% Sangiovese Grosso, is produced from estate
vines in the Montalcino appellation. Aromas of violets, small
red berries and more subtle notes of coffee and tobacco. It is
warm and full-bodied on the palate with ripe, firm tannins
balanced by a lively acidity.

NESSUN DORMA, ANTONIO SANGUINETI (TOSCANO) 36
50% Sangiovese, 30% Merlot, 20% Syrah.

Harmonious blackberry and cherry preserves.

47

Full-bodied with firm juicy tannins, rich and elegant,
with supple aromas of berries, currants and cedar,
framed by hints of vanilla and leather.

From the classico region. With aromas of cherries
and earth beets. Soft and velvety on the palate.
With juicy tannins framing a balanced acidity.

SOUTHERN ITALY
ARGIOLAS, COSTERA, IGT (SARDEGNA)

30

PIER DELLA VIGNE, BOTROMAGNO (PUGLIA)

44

SALICE SALENTINO, RISERVA, LEONE DE CASTRIS
(PUGLIA)

35

DUCA SAN FELICE, LIBRANDI (CALABRIA)

36

AGLIANICO, BISCEGLIA (BASILICATA)

34

GRAVELLO, LIBRANDI

51

PRIMITIVO, BOTROMAGNO (PUGLIA)

32

Intense ruby-red in color, this wine offers seductive aromas of ripe
black cherries, pepper and licorice. Warm and full-bodied on the
palate, with excellent texture, ripe fruit flavors and pleasant tannins.

Intense ruby-red in color with garnet reflections. Aromas
of black cherries, plums, blackberries, along with spiced
notes of vanilla and licorice.
Intense garnet in color. Aromas of blackberries and spices
complement undertones of forest floor and hints of smoke.
Harmonious and balanced with soft round tannins on the finish.

Primitivo is one of the oldest grapes in Puglia. Aromas of black
cherries, vanilla, cinnamon, sage, mint and tobacco. On the palate,
this substantial red is smooth and velvety with balanced acidity.

Aglianico and Montepulciano. The wine is generous
and elegant on the nose with hints of wild berries.

Full-bodied, aromas of figs and dates, with a hint of
chocolate. A very rare grape called Gallopo is used
in this wine.

(CALABRIA)

Super Calabrian. Perfume of cherry with subtle hints
of citrus. A wonderful producer from an unknown but
great wine region.

LAMURI, TASCA D’ALMERITA (SICILY)

100% Nero d’Avola. On the palate this wine is incredibly
rich, intense and supple, with velvety tannins.

37

